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Operating within the ambiguity of the sacred and the 
secular, the devotion to the Black Nazarene in Quiapo is 
expressed in the different body performances and prayers 
directed towards the poón (image). These devotions, 
narratives, and norms make possible not only the 
performance, but also the celebration and repetition of 
faith experiences mediated by the body. The paper 
investigates the linguistic and body performances that 
makes possible one of the most attended religious 
performances in the Philippines in three parts. The first 
part looks into the body dynamics involved when 
participating in the devotion to the Black Nazarene. On the  
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one hand, it discusses paghalik (to kiss) and paghawak (to  
touch) as the desire to concretely and sincerely engage the 
divine; on the other hand, it looks into pagyayapak (to go 
barefoot) and paglalakad ng paluhod (to walk on bended 
knees) as mimesis understood as imitation (imitation). 
Within the bigger picture of the devotion discussed in the 
first part, the second part enlarges the body positioning 
involved in the traslacion in terms of pagpasan (to carry) 
and pagsalang (to immerse). These performances intimates 
Aristotle’s hexis and Pierre Bourdieu’s ‘feel for the game’ 
that makes possible interpreting rhythmic movement and 
action as an ethos (ethics). The third part resituates these 
body/linguistic performances directed towards the Black 
Nazarene in relation to the ‘constant negotiation’ involved 
for the devotees’ daily life understood as the Filipino 
passion for ginhawa. In doing so, it locates the performance 
of the devotion in the context of everyday work life (as 
hanap-buhay), but also in the celebration of sacrifice (as 
pagtawad) and forgiveness (as patawad). 
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For Christ plays in ten thousand places,  
Lovely in limbs, and lovely in eyes not his  
To the Father through the features of men’s faces.1 
 
The life common to Christ and the Church is . . . actual life 
poised between perdition and redemption, sinfulness and 
sanctity. The existence of sin within the field of force of grace, 
the impact, here and now, between despairing obduracy and 
crucified love, these, and not a colourless and static world of 
philosophy, are the matter of theology. This is why it cannot be 
expressed solely in the sleek and passionless form of the 
treatise, but demands movement, sharp debate . . . , the virile 
language of deep and powerful emotion . . ..2 
 
n recent years, media reports every January 9 include the 
performance of the devotion to the Black Nazarene in 
Quiapo, Manila. It highlights statistics about deaths, injuries, 
and damage to property caused by the devotion.3 In 2018  
alone, there was the record of one (1) death, and four 
hundred sixty-nine (469) injured in the procession that lasted 
 
1 Gerald Manley Hopkins, “As kingfishers catch fire,” in Poems, 4th ed. rev. 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1970), 90.  
2 Hans Urs von Balthasar, Explorations in Theology I: The Word Made Flesh 
(San Francisco: Ignatius, 1989), 204-205.  
3 Charmie Joy Pagulong, “Timeline: Deaths, injuries during Quiapo 
procession,” in https://www.philstar.com/headlines/2012/01/08/765471/timeline-
deaths-injuries-during-quiapo-procession#xZX5pkwhGT4p0Rh3.99 (Date Accessed: 
October 25, 2018). 
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twenty-two (22) hours.4 The Philippine Red Cross reported 
having attended to about one thousand nine hundred and 
six (1,906) devotees with major injuries such as difficulty of 
breathing, fainting, body weakness, seizure, fracture, and 
minor medical concerns that include dizziness, lacerations, 
abrasions, vomiting, toothache, body pain, fatigue, abdominal 
pain and sprain; this number includes about eight hundred 
fifty-four (854) patients, who had their blood pressure 
checked and monitored.5 Despite these annual reports, the 
devotion does not seem to waver as it continues to draw 
increasing numbers of participants and onlookers. 6  Not 
undermining the lives lost, injuries, and damaged properties 
brought by the devotion, the reported deaths, injuries and 
damaged properties are statistically insignificant compared 
to the growing number of devotees.  
In the religious performance often described by critics as 
idolatrous, mindless fanaticism, and hooliganism, 7  I argue  
 
 
4 Aaron Recuenco, “One died, more than 450 injured in Traslacion,” in 
https://news.mb.com.ph/2018/01/10/one-died-more-than-450-injured-in-traslacion/ (Date 
Accessed: October 25, 2018).  
5 “Philippine Red Cross aids 1,906 Traslacion devotees,” in 
https://news.mb.com.ph/2018/01/11/philippine-red-cross-aids-1906-traslacion-devotees/ 
(Date Accessed: October 25, 2018). 
6 Agatha Guidaben, “March of the multitudes: Nazarene procession grows 
every year,” in http://www.gmanetwork.com/news/news/nation/343106/march-of-the-
multitudes-nazarene-procession-grows-every-year/story/ (Date Accessed: February 25, 
2017).  
7 Jayeel Cornelio, “The contradictions of the Black Nazarene,” in 
https://www.rappler.com/thought-leaders/193098-contradictions-black-nazarene-devotees-
nazareno-traslacion-2018 (Date Accessed: March 25, 2018). 




that there is an ethic in the performance of panatà (sacred 
vow). To explain this ethic of panatà, I divide the paper in 
three parts. The first part analyzes the body dynamics of 
paghalik (kissing) and paghawak (touching/wiping), and 
pagyapak (walking barefoot during processions) and 
paglalakad ng paluhod (processing to the altar on bended 
knees). Understood as religious performatives, these terms 
constitutes speech acts that demands specific body 
adjustment and/or body positioning analogous to everyday 
life. The second part further locates these body performances 
in the traslacion. In understanding pagpasan (carrying of the 
wood of the carroza/andas, and touching the rope attached 
to it) and pagsalang (participating in the traslacion), for example,  
we identify a ‘seeming’ ethos (ethics) using Aristotle’s 
understanding of hexis and Bourdieu’s discussion of “feel for 
the game”. The third part looks at the devotion in the context 
of ginhawa and the transactional dynamics of tawad involved 
in pagtawad (bidding) and patawad (forgiveness) in the porous 
distinction between the Filipino faithful’s everyday and 
devotional lives.  
Embodiment and the Black Nazarene 
The devotion to the Black Nazarene is both material and 
embodied. While I already described the former elsewhere,8 
this section describes two bodily practices that are 
 
8  Mark Joseph Calano, “The Black Nazarene, Quiapo, and the Weak 
Philippine State,” in Kritika Kultura 25 (2015): 168-174.   




constitutive of the devotion to the Black Nazarene: paghalik 
(to kiss) and paghawak (to touch), and pagyayapak (to walk 
barefoot) and paglalakad ng paluhod (to process on bended 
knees). At the heart of the everyday expression of the 
devotion is the desire to touch and to imitate the Black 
Nazarene.  
Paghalik and paghawak are literally translated as to kiss and 
to touch the sacred statue (poón). The entire devotion to the 
Black Nazarene is rooted on the desire to touch this statue 
of Christ, and in return to be touched by God. To touch 
(more so, to kiss) is an intimate expression of the desire to 
be connected and to be related with other persons as well as 
with God. But because the object of the touching is a statue, 
critics see this act as idolatrous. This desire cannot constitute 
idolatry, argues Clemente Ignacio, because the desire to 
touch Jesus and to touch people can only be biblical. He 
explains in an interview: “That is simply a statue. Alam ng mga 
Pilipino ‘yun. Hindi niya diyos ang rebulto o ang istatwa (Filipinos 
know that. The statue is not his god).”9 He continues, “The 
way they treat the statue is with great respect, because they 
know that it is their connection to the divine at kasangkapan 
ito, sagrado ito. Sinasabing sagrado kasi nagiging tulay ‘yan ng grasya 
at nandyan ang presensya ng Diyos (and it is only an instrument, 
a sacred one. It is considered sacred, because it facilitates 
 
9 Erik Tenedero and Rose Carmelle Lacuata, “Black Nazarene devotion: 
Faith or fanaticism?,” in https://news.abs-cbn.com/life/01/09/17/black-nazarene-
devotion-faith-or-fanaticism (Date Accessed: July 15, 2018). 




grace and the presence of God resides in it). The presence 
of God is there.”10 
To touch the sacred and to be touched by it is far more 
empirical and concrete than merely to meditate and/or 
contemplate Jesus; this has been described by Francisco 
Claver as the tuwalya at panyo [towel & handkerchief] 
spirituality.11 Touching grounds the devotion to what is real 
and in what is tactile. It draws the divine close, into 
something ‘touchable’ and reachable. This explains why 
lowland Filipino sensibility express intimacy as haplós (gentle 
touch) especially in moments of sickness and/or difficulty. 
Touch constitutes the most intimate way of understanding 
the world; in the devotion, touch concretizes what is seen 
and makes experience real. Moreover, it demonstrates 
sincerity, as one can feel gentleness and/or malice from 
touch alone.    
Niels Mulder corroborates this observation when he 
wrote that Catholicism in the Philippines is “not really 
concerned with great ideas, such as the relationship between 
man and universe, cosmology, metaphysics, or even the 
afterlife.”12 More than a noble idea, the devotion is a sensual 
one. And its sensuality is grounded and rooted in touch. 
What is touch-able constitutes what is real and concrete 
 
10 Ibid., translation mine.  
11 Francisco J. Claver, The Making of a Local Church (New York: Orbis, 
2008), 109. 
12 Niels Mulder, Localization and Philippine Catholicism. Philippine Studies 
40(2) (1992): 252. 




concretum, to grow with. Scriptures speak of Mary Magdalene 
and Thomas wanting to touch Jesus after his resurrection. In 
the experience of absence, touch brings presence to the fore. 
For the devotees of the Black Nazarene, Jesus is accessible 
through touch and this is only possible through the statue.   
To dismiss this devotion as idolatrous is simplistic; there is 
something unpredictable and undecidable with every experience 
of touch. 13  The desire to touch the statue constitutes an 
experience that is concrete and mystical at the same time, which 
makes understanding the devotion to the Black Nazarene an 
arduous task. Touching brings together the sensible with the 
intelligible—the touchable with the untouchable.14 By touching 
the statue of the Black Nazarene, the devotees are able to 
encounter the sublime in a corporeal and finite manner; this  
renders the untouchable and unthinkable accessible. 
Touching the statue, therefore, connects us with our 
affective and subconscious experience. It is a foundational 
sense that constitutes all other senses and synthesizes 
perception in the performance of the devotion.  
When devotees touch the statue, they recognize that they 
touch an image, a piece of wood. But they also recognize 
that this statue is only a gateway to something more; the 
statue operates within the logic of exemplariness and 
 
13 Jacques Derrida, On Touching Jean-Luc Nancy (Stanford, California: Stanford 
University Press, 2000), 64-65.  
14 Ibid., 161.  
 




mediation. The image of the Black Nazarene is a metonymy; 
it is a part that stands for the whole. It is a figurality and a 
figural substitute for the sacred.15  As a metonomy, it is 
afforded respect and veneration because it makes possible 
the encounter with the sacred. By touching, the devotees are 
able to concretize and access the sacred in the most intimate 
way possible; touch expresses commitment. The devotees 
know no other instantiation to encounter the sacred and no 
means to express devotion other than this. In this sense, the 
image of the Black Nazarene mediates and draws the 
transcendent to the present. Touch gains access to what 
otherwise remains a limit and a border. Idols do not radiate, 
only icons do. Thus, the image opens up the one touching to 
the one being touched; it gives equal access to one another 
making each vulnerable. 
By touching the image of the Black Nazarene, devotees 
are able to gain access to what was previously impossible. 
The sense of touch reminds the devotees of their finitude. 
Despite so, touch renders accessible the untouchable; it 
renders tangible intimate expressions of love directed 
towards the intangible. When devotees touch the image of 
the Black Nazarene, the statue is not the only thing that is 
touched; in turn, the devotee is being touched. This explains 
why touch is central and constitutive to the performance of 
the devotion; touch makes possible the devotees’ encounter 
 
15 Derrida, On Touching, 188-189..  




with the sacred. But as access, touch also makes possible 
imitation expressed in tactile experiences of pagyayapak and 
paglalakad ng paluhod.    
Pagyayapak and Paglalakad ng paluhod refer to the practice 
of joining the traslacion barefoot and of processing to the 
altar on bended knees. Connected to the attempt to touch 
the sacred are other expressions: pagyayapak and paglalakad ng 
paluhod, which are clear attempts to imitate the kneeling and 
barefooted image of the Black Nazarene. By imitating the 
image, the devotees perceive themselves as sharing with the 
Black Nazarene in his way towards the Calvary, which they 
also feel existentially and phenomenologically through the 
difficulties and hardships of their daily lives. To touch 
carries with it the commitment to be; but this does not entail 
mere imitation as it does union. The statue that represents 
the body of Christ remains the metaphor that organizes this 
Christian devotion. In that common desire to be one with 
the Black Nazarene, pagyayapak and paglalakad ng paluhod 
neutralizes any hierarchy among the devotees, and puts 
everyone on the same plane in relation to their God.  
Pagyayapak in the streets of Manila and paglalakad ng 
paluhod inside the church are also understood as sacrifices, 
understood as atonement. While atonement refers to 
Christ’s salvific and redemptive action towards the whole 
creation, it can also be understood as “at-one-ment,” where 
the devotees unify their efforts and sacrifices with that of 
Christ through imitation or mimesis. While atonement refers 




to Christ’s salvific sacrifice on the cross, the devotees’ at-
one-ment is a response of partaking in the Lord’s passion. In 
this sense, atonement constitutes a soteriological aspect and 
a devotional one. Mimesis makes possible the unceasing and 
endless repetition of the Lord’s paschal mystery; for the 
devotees, salvation is never passive, it is always active, even 
participative. Because the imitator can never really imitate, the 
repeater can never compensate for the repeated; 16  this 
explains a lot the extravagance in the performance of the 
devotion. Regardless of the sacrifices made, it is never enough, 
and remains insufficient.    
By imitating the Black Nazarene, both by kneeling and by 
being barefooted, mimesis points to the centrality of the 
original symbolized by the image of the Black Nazarene and, 
as such, is always inferior to the original. By imitating the 
Black Nazarene, the devotees are made aware of divine 
translation in the here and now through the play of endless 
examples and representations. This explains why, in the 
performance of the devotion, one can encounter devotees 
who perceive themselves as literally alter Christus (or other 
Christ/s). Within the logic of mimesis, one does not fully 
arrive at perfecting one’s devotion; one never perfects 
imitating the Black Nazarene, as the imitator remains who 
he or she is in relation to the imitated.  
 
16 Jacques Derrida, “The Double Session,” in Dissemination, trans. Barbara 
Johnson (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982), 191.
 




This explains the extravagance in the devotion, which 
other critics understand as fanaticism. Nick Joaquin, in 
defense of the religious performance in Quiapo, explains 
this religious extravagance in the context of mimesis, and it is 
worth quoting in full: 
Too much nonsense has been said about Catholics 
being passive in worship. In the West, maybe; but 
not here in the Philippines, where our style of 
worship, on the contrary, approaches the 
extravagant. We chant or sob our prayers out loud; 
we walk on our knees; we dance in church; we 
carry holy images on our shoulders in howling 
procession; we flog ourselves on Good Friday. 
Outsiders to our culture find our style of worship 
distasteful and conclude that we don’t 
“understand” Christianity or true religion. Do 
they? Can Christianity, can religion, really be 
reduced to pure and simple ethics—to living by 
God’s word, to doing and being good? That was 
the Puritan ideal—and we know how sick the 
Puritans ended up. Their mistake was in thinking,  
being no friends of exuberance, that they could 
reduce religion to its most common denominator 
and could take the thu out of enthusiasm, being 
too austere to care for a word that unites divinity 
and frenzy, though it perfectly expresses the 
religious impulse in man. What they denied was  
 




that part of human nature which, in worship, 
craves the extravagant. … Yet Christ Himself had 
an “extravagant” taste in worship—that precious 
perfume poured on his feet, while the puritans 
clucked over the waste; the screams and howls of 
the palm wavers, which the puritans wanted 
hushed; and the unspeakable rite of the Last 
Supper, which the puritans have toned down. But, 
as Christ laid it down, the central sacrament of the 
Faith is so “extravagant” it continues to scandalize 
outsiders; in Roman times, the pagans abhorred 
the Christians because of it, having heard that 
Christians ate the body of their Lord and drank 
His blood. What folk ritual, indeed, however wild, 
can hope to equal the Eucharist in extravagance?17 
In the face of this extravagant expression of sacrifice and 
devotion, we get a glimpse of the type of forgiveness that is 
given and granted.18 While not a sacrament, the devotion 
makes possible that negotiation implicit in the performance 
of the devotion. Jacques Derrida sometimes refer to this 
type of experience as a hyperbolic impetus, which puts into 
question all calculations and exchange. This longing and 
 
17 Nick Joaquin, “Nick Joaquin’s defense of the Quiapo ‘panata’,” in 
https://newsinfo.inquirer.net/337503/nick-joaquins-defense-of-the-quiapo-panata#ixzz5VnE5cstw  
(Date Accessed: July 10, 2018).  
18 Jacques Derrida, “To Forgive: The Unforgivable and the Imprescriptible,” 
in Questioning God. Ed. John D. Caputo, Mark Dooley, and Michael J. Scalon 
(Indiana: Indiana University Press, 2001), 28.   




desire for the impossible of the devotees makes possible 
forgiveness both in its calculative and hyperbolic terms. 
Two discernible movements constitute the devotion to 
the Black Nazarene. On the one hand, the devotion is 
moved by the force to overcome its materiality by 
manifesting the desire to encounter the sacred when touch is 
understood as commitment, and imitation is extravagant. 
This longing for the encounter make the devotion open-
ended, revisable, and directed toward the other. In this 
sense, the devotion cannot be understood only as a 
performance; it has to be understood as a celebration. The 
impetus to encounter the other allows the devotees to read 
the devotion beyond its concrete expressions.   
On the other hand, the devotion is also moved by the 
force to concretize itself by making it practically efficient 
and effective. This means that the extravagant commitment  
involved in the devotion that makes possible the encounter 
with the sacred can only be understood within the concrete 
context of pagpasan and pagsalang (which refer to carrying of 
the wood of the carroza or the rope attached to it, and 
‘making way for others’ who are joining the procession 
respectively). While the devotion is first characterized by this 
extravagance, it is made real, concrete, and effective by the 
logic involved in pagpasan and pagsalang. 
Pagpasan and Pagsalang 
Following traditional liturgy and mainstream sacramental 
colors in the devotion to the Black Nazarene, the mood and 




rhythmic movements that make possible the traslacion are 
governed by certain ‘speech acts,’ which also constitute 
some body adjustments/positioning: agos and salya, otso, and 
pagsuko.  In 2015, Antonio Cardinal Tagle said that, in order 
to understand the extravagance of this devotion, one needs 
to be a devotee. “To understand the devotee you have to be 
a devotee. Only a devotee could best understand a 
devotee.”19 The Cardinal seems to be referring to an internal 
logic that is intelligible only to the devotees in the 
performance of the devotion; Aristotle speaks of this as hexis 
and Pierre Bourdieu refers to this similar experience as the 
“feel for the game” that makes sense within the habitus.20 
Understood as hexis or as a “game” with internal rules, 
Tagle’s invitation for an onlooker to understand the internal 
logic of the devotion necessitates ‘feeling’ the internal rules 
of the traslacion, which also constitute an ethos (ethics) or 
relating with others and the divine.  
What is the nature of these internal and devotional rules?  
The acquisition of the sensorium and the development of 
habits are unconscious; because of their historicity, certain 
dispositions, conduct of life, and ways of proceeding are 
assimilated in the performance of devotion making it 
endemically Filipino. One can observe the different 
 
19 Rommel Lopez, “Cardinal Tagle: Don’t judge Nazarene devotees,” 
in http://www.cbcpnews.com/cbcpnews/?p=70617 (Date Accessed: October 28, 2018). 
20 Pierre Bourdieu, Practical Reason: On the Theory of Action (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1998), 81.  




perceptions and apperceptions of the devotees as they dance 
to the tune determined by the andas (or carroza), that carries 
the image. This constitutes the agos, “going with the flow.” 
Going with the flow cannot be understood as mere 
processing. Once in the traslacion, devotees feel each other, 
listen to, and adjust to one another. The way the rope 
attached to the andas is pulled constitutes a religious activity 
not reducible to the mere pulling of ropes. Agos makes 
possible the traslacion, and it is set into motion by the rhythm 
determined by the andas; when the andas (which carries the 
statue) moves, the sensibilities and feelings of the devotees 
are also set in rhythmic movements, like a dance.      
The dance is also called the indayog and it facilitates the 
salya. The former refers to ‘walking and swaying in a 
coordinated manner,’ while the latter refers to the 
procession’s forward thrust. So, when the lead commands 
indayog during the procession, he is referring to the unison of 
dance-like movement that accompanies the salya [forward 
push]; this dance-like movement prevents devotees from 
harming one another despite the crowd. The conditions that 
make possible the dancing is initiated by the indayog of the 
andas; it serves as the tune in which devotees dance. In short, 
the tune is set by the andas. And the conditions that make 
possible the tune lies in the devotees who appreciate and 
react to the statue that they all seek to touch.  
As a dance whose tune is set by the andas, the devotees are 
focused on the image of the Black Nazarene. This is the 
reason why the devotion to the Black Nazarene is not 




fanaticism. According to Ignacio, “There is a difference 
between fanaticism and devotion.” “Ang obheto ng panatisismo 
ay sarili . . . Dito, hindi. May purpose itong ginagawa nila. Ang Diyos 
ang tuon ng kanilang pansin. May faith experience, may religious 
experience. Maaaring loud ang kanilang expression pero hindi 
panatisimo yun. Ang panatisismo walang tinutungong layunin na 
makalangit.”21 (The object of fanaticism is one’s self. Here, no. 
They have a purpose. Their attention is toward God. They 
have faith experience, religious experience. Their expression 
of faith may be loud but it is not fanaticism. Fanaticism has 
no heavenly intention.) 
Because the devotees are so focused on the image and its 
movement, they have so embodied a way of proceeding that 
constructs their reality, their understanding of how the 
world operates, and the like. By going with the flow, the 
devotees are absorbed in the performance of the devotion. 
Like mystics-in-ecstasy, the devotees are so occupied by the 
statue and its movements that they are oblivious both to 
their fatigue and to time; they are so caught up with the 
present that they are lost performing the devotion and 
making the traslacion possible. 22  The indayog and the salya 
make possible the abrupt determination of certain 
comportments that the devotees assume in the traslacion.  In 
this sense, the traslacion demands specific ways of relating  
 
 
21 Tenedero and Lacuata, “Black Nazarene devotion: Faith or fanaticism?”. 
22 Bourdieu, Practical Reason: On the Theory of Action, 80. 
 




and body positioning that makes sense only within the 
devotion and that facilitates the recognition of common 
systems of valuation and evaluation.  
When devotees encounter each other in the traslacion, they 
intuitively get a feel of the indayog and salya, they know their 
place within the procession and its discursive and non-
discursive interactions. The indayog and salya serves as the 
locus unifying and differentiating the performance of the 
devotion. It is unifying because the indayog and the salya re-
situates the devotees in relation to the andas. By doing so, it 
translates the intrinsic and relational characteristics of their 
position into the unitary flow of the traslation. Devotees are 
homologized to act and think in accordance with the 
movements of the andas. It is differentiating because the 
indayog and the salya also determines the different roles in 
relation to the andas. Undeniably, these specific modal 
dispositions are still appropriated in many different ways by 
different devotees leading to an ununiformed and informal 
expression of devotion.            
The feel, or internal rule, implicit in the performance of 
the devotion distinguishes what is good and what is bad, 
what is right and what is wrong, what is distinguished and 
what is vulgar, and so forth.23 While different comportments 
are accommodated within the devotion, the feel also 
explains what the devotees needed to do in specific and 
 
23 Bourdieu, Practical Reason, 80. 
 




dangerous circumstances. For instance, otso, which refers to 
the act of ‘raising the rope’ when it forms the figure eight, 
risks being a fatal knot, and proves deadly to fellow 
devotees. Otso, which literally refers to the number eight, is a 
means of correction during the procession because this 
instance poses a grave danger to the devotees. Once otso is 
heard, the indayog and salya is put into a temporary stop and 
the devotees quickly raise the rope above their heads to 
straighten the rope. Once straightened, the indayog and salya 
are resumed. 
Another corrective is pagsuko, which means surrender.  A 
devotee signals this by raising his right hand while in the 
traslation; pagsuko means the procession has already 
overwhelmed the devotee. In this case, one of the namiminga, 
the devotee who is near the wood called pinga or the support 
of the andas, will pluck the devotee out of the multitudes and 
the said devotee will be carried like a “crowd surfer” away 
from the andas and directly towards the nearby first aid 
station. Pagsuko is also symbolic of the popular and 
transcendent wisdom that accompanies the devotion; 
completion is a grace from God. This means that not all 
devotees get to touch the statue, and not everyone gets to 
finish the procession. The devotion to the Black Nazarene 
may well be beyond “rational.” It is nevertheless practical 
and wise: if you already reached your limit, then it is prudent 
to rest. This, too, is part of the internal rule of the game. 





Figure 1. The Black Nazarene en route to Quiapo Church.  
(Jose Alain Austria, 2018). 
The pulling of the ropes and accompanying the statue for 
hours, while encountering every bump, sweat, and body pain 
constitutes the performance of the devotion and, as such, is 
prayer. “’Yung buong katawan nagdadasal. Theology of the body. 
Yan ang kanilang panata. Iba-ibang levels kasi ang debosyon. Yung 
iba bata pa hindi pa nila masyadong naiintindihan ang kahalagahan 
ng parts of the Mass. Ang identification ng faith nila nandoon sa 
debosyon nila, sa prayers nila sa Nazareno” (The entire body 
prays. Theology of the body. That’s their vow. There are 
different levels of devotion. Some are still young, they do 
not understand yet the parts of the Holy Mass. They identify 
their faith with their devotion, their prayers to the 




Nazarene.).24 There is something sincere and authentic in 
this embodied prayer. Despite its informality, the devotion 
expresses the devotees’ authentic expression of their 
appropriated faith.  
So why is it impossible to understand the devotion when 
you are not a devotee? The sociologist Pierre Bourdieu 
explains this kind of phenomenon in terms of a specific 
illusio. He explains: “the fact of being invested, of investing 
in the stakes existing in a certain game, through the effect of 
competition, and which only exist for people who, being 
caught up in that game and possessing the dispositions to 
recognize the stakes at play, are ready to die for the stakes 
which, conversely, are devoid of interest for those who are 
not tied to that game and which leave them indifferent.”25 
Illusio provides a framework in which observers and 
onlookers simply reduce the behaviors of the devotees to 
either being hegemonic or affected. As one invested in an 
ongoing relationship with the Black Nazarene, devotees 
acquire certain normative predispositions that transcend 
objective cognitive awareness and translate into specific 
behaviors, habits, and tastes. Unknown to the observers is 
the play of the devotion in the traslacion, which gives the 
devotees the tendencies and dispositions that facilitate their 
body positioning within the matrix of unarticulated rules  
that animate the devotion and are also substantiated and 
 
24 Tenedero and Lacuata, “Black Nazarene devotion: Faith or fanaticism?”. 
25 Bourdieu, Practical Reason: On the Theory of Action, 77-78.  




legitimatized by the same. The observer is alienated from 
these dynamics because they are outside the playing field. 
For the devotees who invested in the devotion, they behave 
the way they do because these actions are normatively 
legitimized within the context of the devotion and their 
relationship with the Black Nazarene.26  
Ginhawa and Everyday Authenticity 
The devotion to the Black Nazarene summarizes the 
devotees’ everyday longing for ginhawa. Ginhawa refers to, on 
the one hand, to something desired (something soteriological 
and even eschatological, if you will) described and understood 
as free of kapansanan o masamâng ugali o ligalig, and on the other 
hand, as something concrete described as ang langit sa lupa, di-
karaniwang gaan ng katawan or ease, and the kasiya-siyang 
pakiramdam dahil gumalíng ang sugat o sakít, nalutas ang suliranin, 
maayos ang anumang suot o damit, nakamit ang nais, kalayaan sa 
anumang pangangailangan, and pagtatamasa ng aliw at layaw. 27 
Discernible in the concept of ginhawa is the passion for the 
impossible understood as freedom from and the 
overcoming of all hirap or difficulty; but implicit in the 
concept is also the practical and concrete desire for  
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forgiveness or healing from illness, woundedness, unwanted 
and unexpected needs, and the like.  
Ginhawa is an embodied experience. As such, it cannot be 
understood apart from the body and its sensuality. 
Interestingly, the poon is also understood as a corpus—a body; 
and is therefore entitled to the many benefits of the body. 
This includes, for instance, pagbibihis (the process of 
changing of clothes) and pagpapahinga (the act of storing the 
image in a room for three days after the traslacion). For the 
devotees, the statue is alive and is treated as a body. As 
source of ginhawa, the poon must also be embodied just as the 
devotees are embodied. While the devotees are capable of 
touching, imitating, and carrying/sharing, the poon is the 
exemplar of these capabilities. These shared embodiment 
makes possible the encounter between the devotees and 
who they refer to as Nuestro Padre Jesus Nazareno (N.P.J.N.).       
To touch, imitate, and share/carry are embodied concepts 
and concrete expressions of what it means to be alive and 
also of what it means to deal with who is alive; these are 
expressions of an ethic in a devotion. As bodies, we are alive 
and living. There is a huge distinction between a katawan 
(body) and a bangkay (corpse); the other one is living (buhay) 
and the other is dead (patay). The body makes one alive 
(buhay), and, for the devotees of the Black Nazarene, giving 
their all is the best expression of panatà. To die in the 
traslacion, while not always longed for, is the perfection and 




fulfillment of the devotion.28 But giving their all does not 
always mean death. To the more affluent, it means donating 
money or certain goods; but to the majority coming from 
the urban poor (maralita), it means giving themselves and 
their time. This explains why the devotion to the Black 
Nazarene, expressed in the traslacion, is akin to manual labor.    
In circumstances of poverty, the devotees, in all their 
embodiment and physicality (as buhay), understands their 
devotion as earning a living (hanap-buhay) through manual 
labor. As such, the embodiment of this devotion cannot be 
separated from the perspective of the manggagawa (manual 
laborer). The manggagawa (worker) is most acquainted with 
the dynamics of hirap (difficulties) and ginhawa (relief). 
Within this logic, the hirap of work necessarily leads to 
ginhawa as the hirap (and effort) of work is rewarded with 
wages. For the mahihirap (or those in poverty), earning a 
living (or hanap-buhay) is always a transactional experience; 
and operating with scarce resources entails its efficient 
utilization. The body mediates the manggagawa’s mode of 
negotiating with others whether economically and/or 
spiritually. It is not accidental, therefore, that the manggagawa 
present themselves also as mamamasan (devotees), in  
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reference to pasan or the act of carrying. Devotion is 
understood as (and is not separated from) work; the devotion 
can be understood as an attempt to ‘labor’ for and with a God-
obviously-laboring-for-us. As labor (hanap-buhay) necessitates 
reward (which is supposedly life-giving), so does every 
performance of the devotion to the Black Nazarene also 
rewarding. The reward is understood as ginhawa; but within the 
transactional logic defined above, the devotion can be 
understood in terms of two acts of negotiation understood as 
pagtawad (bid) and patawad (forgiveness). 
The first movement in this negotiated faith is that of 
pagtawad understood as bidding. Filipinos are not foreign to 
the reality of tawad (understood as the act of bidding) in the 
context of an economy of exchange. As there is no 
distinction between everyday life and devotion, the same 
bidding tendency applies for favors and petitions. Despite 
the negative connotation of the economy of exchange, it is 
important to understand the level of authenticity implicit in 
the negotiation involved in the performance of religiosity.29 
Devotees negotiate their needs to the Black Nazarene, and 
they do so with their bodies—which is, with all they have 
and are. In this case, devotion is understood as sacrifice 
(from the Latin sacrum facere, which means ‘to make’). While 
the mere donation of goods implies the affluent’s autarchy,  
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autonomy, and ataraxy among their fellow devotees, the 
manggagawa (manual worker/laborer) and the mamamasan 
(devotees) sacrifice everything and all of themselves in the 
performance of the traslacion.  
Because the devotion is not constituted by the devotees’ 
renunciation of a good or possession but of the involvement 
of their very selves and bodies, these religious performances 
are better understood in the context of the Gospel story of 
the Widow’s Mite in Mark 12:41-44. In the story, Jesus says 
that the widow had given more (Mark 12:43) because many 
threw in large amounts, but she placed everything—all she 
had to live on (Mark 12:42). By participating in the traslacion, 
the devotees risk their life, not only their bodies; this is 
where we recognize their extravagant faith (pananampalataya; 
from the words pananam, which means to taste, and palataya, 
which means to gamble) to the Black Nazarene. As such, the 
devotion can only be read in the context of the 
aforementioned Gospel story, and in the self-sacrifice that is 
involved in the performance of panatà. 
This wager is an act of faith, and must not be understood 
only in the context of the economy of exchange. While there 
is a desired countergift (ginhawa) that is a consequence of 
panatà, the pagtawad (understood as sacrifice) is a regiving of 
life (buhay). By involving physicality and all in the 
performance of the devotion, the devotees are able to find 
life (hanap-buhay) anew. Marion speaks about a similar 
experience: 
 




Sacrifice wins, but without even having to play 
the game of “loser wins” (as in the so-called pure 
love of God), as if it were necessary to lose much 
in order to win even more by retribution. 
Sacrifice wins by regiving [redondance]: it conquers 
the true phenomenon of the gift by restoring to 
it, through the act of regiving it in the giving up, 
the phenomenality of givenness. Sacrifice regives 
(gives up) the gift starting with the recipient and 
makes the gift appear as such in the lights of its 
givenness and, sometimes, for the glory of the 
giver.30            
In the performance of the devotion to the Black Nazarene, 
the devotees risk their life to the presumed giver of life—the 
Black Nazarene. In doing so, life (buhay) is interpreted anew 
as if they have found it (hanap-buhay) for the first time.       
The second movement in this negotiated faith is that of 
patawad understood as forgiveness. Many devotees speak 
about their performance of the devotion as a ‘bawas 
kasalanan.’ In this sense, it is understood as a wager directed 
towards purification. By no means are the devotees claiming 
to be pure; they are aware of the many injustices that they 
have committed and are committing. They are aware of their 
poverty and of their inability to overcome their tendencies. 
But they have not lost hope. In the context of the sacrifice 
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above, the devotion is understood as an opportunity to draw 
near God, to literally touch the Black Nazarene; this is 
experiencing life anew (hanap-buhay). In this case, patawad does 
not constitute the mere cancellation of a debt and the 
suspension of violence. In the context of the economy of 
exchange, the request for patawad does not go for free; it 
means a decrease in the exchange demanded, but never its 
donation.  
More than the cancellation of faults and the erasure of 
debts, patawad can be understood as immunity from the 
consequences thereof. By being immune to consequences, the 
devotees are able to negotiate their terms within the 
performance of their panatà. Patawad is an act of redounding 
the gift; through ginhawa that they and their families received, 
they recognize this rediscovered and redounded life (hanap-
buhay) despite who and what they are. In this sense, hirap is 
understood as a consequence of their faults and debts, while 
ginhawa is understood as the restoration of life. Punishment or 
not, it is a mere recognition of what is lost in the process of 
faultedness. Any form of well-being or ginhawa is, thereby, 
understood as a consequence of panatà; and in the context of 
this dynamics, hirap is understood as a ‘no’ or as a ‘not yet’. 
Within the logic of panatà, patawad is understood in the context  
of the dynamics between utang-na-loob (debt of gratitude) and 
biyaya (grace); but this is a topic of another paper.31      
 
31 Mark Joseph Calano, “Interiority, Traslación, and the Devotion to the 
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Pagtawad and patawad are two faces of negotiations that 
are directed towards the attainment of ginhawa. As 
something to be attained or achieved, ginhawa is understood 
as a product of or a consequence of a relationship with the 
Black Nazarene; faithfulness to the Black Nazarene is 
assured by the dynamics of panatà. The panatà constitutes the 
devotees’ faithfulness and position in relation to the 
devotion. While these emancipates the devotees, by reducing 
faith to an act of negotiation, these are not enough. An 
important part of this devotion is the recognition of the 
centrality of grace (or biyaya). Ginhawa, therefore, is 
constitutive of and a consequence of people’s devotion, but 
also of God’s Divine intervention. In this sense, ginhawa is 
caught in the devotees’ desire to concretize their religious 
experiences; but as a concrete experience, ginhawa is also 
caught in the desire to engage the sacred.    
Conclusion 
The devotion to the Black Nazarene emerges from a 
deeply rooted personal and communal experience with the 
Divine whereby the devotees go through a direct experience 
of the sacred understood as ginhawa. These comes to us in 
terms of the narratives of the devotees who claim to have 
experienced a miraculous healing, an acquisition of various 
temporal needs, and/or inward transformation of spirit and 
personality. The ethic of panatà can only come to us in terms 
of these concrete and (even normative) responses to the 
performance of the devotion. These are expressed in the 




desire to be sensitive to others (or as body positioning) as in 
Bourdieu’s play between the habitus and the field. On the 
other hand, this desire to be concrete is challenged by the 
hyperbolic becoming that is brought about by the encounter 
with the other. Whether we like it or not, the devotion to 
the Black Nazarene is still a religious performance. As such, 
there is an other to encounter—the sacred. This turns the 
devotion not only as something to be performed, but also as 
something to be celebrated. The tension between these two 
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